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In space division multiplexing (SDM) the spatial modes of a multimode optical fiber are
used as individual data channels. SDM gives another degree of freedom over wavelength for
increasing data transmission rates. As a result, SDM is a potential solution for ≥400Gbit/s
requirements in data centers where scaling data transmission rates with parallel single mode
optical fibers is currently ubiquitous. However, due to mode coupling, i.e, spatial modes
exchange of power, SDM may require multiple input multiple output digital signal processing
(MIMO-DSP) to mitigate resulting mode crosstalk, the cost and complexity of which may
be prohibited in data centers. Elliptical core few mode fiber (EC-FMF) obviate the need of
MIMO-DSP by reducing mode coupling below the tolerance level of a communication link.
In this paper the spatial modes of a 100m elliptical core few mode fiber (EC-FMF) are
analyzed by using liquid crystal on silicon spatial light modulators (LCoS-SLMs) to measure
the fibers mode crosstalk matrix in Hermite-Gaussian and Ince-Gaussian spatial mode bases.
It is shown that the fibers natural spatial modes can be described by Ince-Gaussian modes
due to their elliptical structure and can propagate 100m over the optical fiber with ≤-20dB
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Orthogonality of signals in a channel link is an important aspect of a communication sys-
tem. Orthogonalities in time, frequency and wavelength have been studied in past decades,
and as these technologies are nearing their capacity limits, orthogonality in the spatial
domain seems to be the way forward. Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM) enables co-
propagation of signals in a single medium essentially increasing the data transmission rates.
Thus, high data rates can be achieved using this method.
The solutions to the paraxial wave equation are Hermite Gaussian (HG), Laguerre Gaus-
sian (LG) and Ince Gaussian (IG) beams for Cartesian, cylindrical and elliptical cylindrical
co-ordinate systems, respectively. These three modes form a family of exact solutions of
the paraxial wave equation which do not change shape with propagation. The conversion
between HG and LG has been studied [1] with respect to transfer of orbital angular momen-
tum. IG modes give the exact and continuous transitions between HG and LG modes. All
these modes are orthogonal in their respective sets and can be used for parallel data trans-
mission. The theoretical orthogonality of these beams derives from the orthogonal functions
used to generate them. These functions impart a specific phase and amplitude profile onto
the beams.
The purity of these modes is an important factor to consideration. Though they are
mathematically orthogonal, their experimental generation and propagation can impart im-
pairments like leakage of the signal into other fiber modes. Crosstalk reduces signal and
increases noise, and thus leads to an increase in bit error rate. Optical correlation is the
method used to quantify the purity/orthogonality of these modes [2]. This method has
been used in the past for depicting the superior performance of HG modes in elliptical core
fiber [3].
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This correlation method is used in this work to characterize the performance of Ince
Gaussian beams in elliptical core fiber and extend its application to demultiplexing of SDM
channels in a communications link. Chapter 2 provides a theoretical background of IG
beams and the correlation framework. Chapter 3 includes a complete explanation of the
experimental set-up while results of the experiment are given in chapter 4. Chapter 5 shows





IG beams are solutions of the paraxial wave equation (PWE) in the elliptical cylindrical
co-ordinate system. Ince Gaussian (IG) modes form a third family of exact and orthog-
onal solutions of the PWE in elliptic coordinates, are natural resonating modes in stable
resonators or solutions in a graded index fiber, and constitute the exact and continuous
transition modes between Hermite Gaussian modes and Laguerre Gaussian modes. The
mathematical equations describing generation of Ince polynomials is discussed further in
this chapter followed by a brief introduction to correlation theory.
2.1. Elliptic-cylindrical co-ordinate system
In the elliptical cylindrical coordinate [2.1] system transverse x − y co-ordinates are
transformed into ellipses and hyperbolas and the longitudinal direction of propagation z is
the same. The interfocal distance of ellipses and hyperbolas is always constant. Hence, their
eccentricities decrease from the center to the outer region. Expressions to transform from
elliptical to Cartesian co-ordinates are,
x = a cosh ξ cos η (2.1)
and
y = a sinh ξ sin η (2.2)
where ξ(0,∞) and η(0− 2pi) are radial and angular elliptic variables.






= cos2 η + sin2 η = 1. (2.3)
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Figure 2.1: Elliptical cylindrical co-ordinate system.






= cosh2 ξ − sinh2 η = 1. (2.4)
2.2. Ince Gaussian modes
As the ellipticity of the IG modes approaches zero they become more circular like LG
modes and more rectangular like HG modes as ellipticity tends to infinity. The transverse
distribution of these fields is a Gaussian beam modulated by Ince polynomials and constitute
a complete set of solutions of the PWE, such that any paraxial field can be expressed as a






ψ(r) = 0 (2.5)
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where ∇2t is the transverse Laplacian, r is the position vector and k is the wave number.






















is the beam width that changes with transmission. The radius of curvature of phase front





ψGS = arctan z/zR,
is the Gouy phase shift, zR = kw
2
0/2 is the Rayleigh range with the beam waist w0 at z = 0.
To solve the differential equation given by eq. 2.5, we assume separable solutions.
IG(r) = E(ξ)N(η) exp [iZ(z)]ψG(r). (2.7)
Here the co-ordinate system transformations would be a little different from the equations
mentioned in section 2.1. Since the beam width scales with propagation, or is a function
of z, the interfocal distance will also be a function of z. We define it as f(z) = f0w(z)/w0
where f0 is the semifocal separation at the beam waist w0.
The Gaussian wave front given by eq. 2.6 is intensity modulated by the real functions
E, N and Z. The final solution will contain a Gaussian phase term or an exponential term.
The next step is to substitute eq. 2.7 in the PWE to give three differential equations,
d2E
dξ2
−  sinh 2ξ dE
dξ




−  sin 2ηdN
dη










where p and a are separation constants and  = 2f 20 /w
2
0 is the ellipticity parameter. Eq.
2.10 is solved to give Z(z) = −p arctan (z/zR). Equations 2.8 and 2.9 are known as Ince
equations and are periodic differential equations. Eq. 2.9 can be derived from eq. 2.8 by
substituting iξ for η and vice versa.
Solutions of these equations are even and odd Ince polynomials. These are explained in
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Ince polynomials are solutions of the periodic second order differential equations 2.8
and 2.9. A detailed derivation is given by Arscott [4] where the polynomials are shown
to have even Cmp (η, ) and odd S
m
p (η, ) families where p is the power and m is the degree
of the polynomial. The polynomials are periodic with a period of 2pi. The even and odd
families are later subdivided based on the even and odd orders. There are four types of Ince


















Br sin (2r + 1)η. (2.16)
To find the values of the coefficients we substitute any of the series into eq. 2.9. For














+ r + 2
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A few examples of Ince polynomials with their Fourier coefficients are plotted in Fig. 2.2.
2.4. Correlation framework
The theory of correlation has been well studied and applied to quantitative analysis of
signals in communication systems. Its application to optics was first introduced by Vander-
lugt [5] where a complex amplitude filter for optimal spatial filtering of a coherent optical
signal is described. Its application in spatial division multiplexing became obvious when it
was used for mode purity measurements, using phase and amplitude holograms [6], concern-
ing the orthogonal modes of a step index fiber. The same method is used here to measure
mode purity and crosstalk of the selectively generated IG modes in free space. A mode gen-
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Figure 2.2: Ince polynomials
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erated using a spatial filter when made to interact with the same filter gives the correlation
pattern. This is analogous to the matched filter concept in communications. The center of
the correlation distribution holds quantitative information of the integral of the inner prod-
uct of the two signals. Information about orthogonality of two optical signals is given by
intensity at the center of the spatial correlation pattern on the optical axis. The experiment
includes use of a fiducial reference hologram to measure the fidelity of a mode. The refer-
ence hologram is a transmission function (phase and amplitude mask) programmed onto an
SLM and optically correlating a generated mode. Denoting the incoming beam before the
correlating hologram as U(u) and the transmission function of the correlation hologram as




where u represents the transverse coordinates. Placing a lens of focal length f after the SLM
results in a transverse structure, Wf (u), which describes the field of the correlation pattern.
















Quantitative characterization of the mode with respect to the fiducial hologram of the
correlating mode is given by the intensity of the correlation pattern on the optical axis. In
the case of a reflective SLM, the correlation pattern is spatially separated from the main




The stages of the experimental design include IG mode generation, spatial filtering and
optical correlation. Liquid crystal on silicon spatial light modulators (LCOS-SLM) were
used for generation and correlation. The experiment was initially conducted in free space
to verify the orthogonality of IG modes. The free space setup is shown in Fig. 3.1 and is
explained in detail further in this chapter.
Figure 3.1: Setup for correlation in free space using LCOS-SLM and He-Ne laser source
λ = 633nm and CCD camera
3.1. Source
A 15mW He-Ne laser (Thorlabs HNL-150L) emitting light at 632.8 nm was used for this
experiment. It had a beam diameter of 0.7mm and 500 :1 polarization ratio. The Gaussian
mode purity (TEM-00) was 95%.
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3.2. LCOS generation
The LCoS SLM is a small projector like screen capable of displaying any pattern loaded
onto it. Each pixel of the liquid crystal display modulates the phase of the light propagating
through it. The relative phase shift is modulated by an applied voltage which depends on
the on a 0 to 255 grayscale value of each pixel. Thus, the two dimensional array of pixels
on the LCoS SLM, changes the phase front of the beam. The two types of LCoS SLMs
that can be used are transmissive and reflective. The SLM used for this work is a reflective
SLM (Fig. 3.2) and is priced well below other SLMs. The SLM model number is SDE1024
with a resolution of 1024×768 and a pixel pitch of 9×9 µm. This twisted nematic liquid
crystal display has 62% reflectance at 633nm. The operating wavelength range is 430-650nm
producing a maximum of 0.8pi retardation at 633 nm wavelength and 0.93pi retardation at
543 nm wavelength. This retardation is the maximum amount of phase shift the liquid
crystal cells can produce on the incident rays of the beam. The SLM is powered by a 5V
power supply and is connected to a laptop with a VGA interface. The silicon layer behind
the liquid crystal layer on the back of the screen reflects the beam after the rays pass though
the liquid crystal. The SLM screen is linearly polarized along the horizontal side of the
display.
Figure 3.2: Cambridge correlators SDE-1024 spatial light modulator
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The pattern loaded onto the SLM is called a hologram. The hologram imparts the
required phase structure onto the Gaussian laser source. The hologram is given a blazed
grating pattern to spatially separate the generated mode from the actual reflected Gaussian
laser beam. The grating theory can be explained using the coupled wave theory. When a
wave interacts with a grating of periodically varying refractive index, the wave is diffracted
into different directions at specific angles defined by the periodic nature of the grating. The
intensity of each order depends on the type of periodic grating. A sinusoidal grating gives
equal power in all orders. A blazed saw-tooth grating gives descending power from the first
to higher order. A hologram and a magnified picture of its grating are shown in Fig. 3.3
Figure 3.3: An example hologram and its magnified image
The SLM gives optimal performance at perpendicular incidence, but since the reflected
beam overlaps the incident beam, requires use of a beam splitter. However, a beam splitter
adds to the complexity of the system and reduces the power of the reflected beam by 3dB
at every interaction. Hence, the small angle approximation is used which negligibly affects
the SLM's performance.
The holograms generate several orders of diffraction where each order is the same mode
profile. The first order is selected since it has the highest intensity. The MATLAB code
used to generate these holograms was based on the code provided by University of Southern
California for generating OAM and HG beams as a base. The Ince polynomials code was
integrated with it to make a complete mode generating algorithm. The code used to generate
IG holograms is provided in Appendix A.
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3.3. 4f sytem
The 4f system consists of two lenses and a pinhole. It is used to filter out the desired
mode from the diffraction pattern containing the main beam, higher order diffractions and
off-axis scatter. Fig. 3.4 shows operation of a 4f system.
Figure 3.4: The 4f system from the top and side view
Lens 1(L1) captures all possible diffraction patterns and makes them parallel to the main
reflected Gaussian beam. A pinhole(PH) is placed at the focal length (f1) of L1 and is used
to filter out the first order diffraction. The reason behind placing it at the focal length is
that it can act as a low pass filter. The high spatial frequency noise can be easily filtered
when L1 focuses the entire diffraction pattern at its focal plane. Thus, according to image
filtering theory all the low frequency desired signal will be present close to the optical axis
and thus, can be filtered using a small pinhole. Lens 2(L2) is used to collimate the filtered
mode and hence, is placed at its focal distance (f2).
3.4. Amplitude masks
The IG modes generated using the above mentioned setup are shown in the Fig. 3.5 with
their respective orders and holograms.
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Figure 3.5: First generated IG modes with their indices and respective holograms
A high amount of scatter was observed even after filtering and precise alignment. Thus,
the way to get around this was to use amplitude masks over the phase holograms so as to
minimize interaction of the laser with the unwanted part of hologram. This gave better
results as shown in Fig. 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Improved IG modes with their corresponding amplitude masked holograms
The modes had good spatial profile but had low power around 0.1mW. The 15mW laser
after reflecting from the SLM is diffracted into hundreds of orders. Thus, the power in the first
order is very small. The mode is subjected to a subsequent process of filtering and diffraction
from the second SLM which would give a very low powered correlation pattern. Thus, the
performance of the SLM reqquierd optimization. As given in the paper by Bowman [7],




Contrast matching is a process in which the slope of the grating is corrected to give a high
contrast. From section 3.2 the SLM on provides 0.8pi phase retardation while the desired
is 2pi. The gradient of blazed gratings can be matched as shown in Fig. 3.7 to double the
power of the modes.
Figure 3.7: The process of contrast matching: The gradient of the blazed grating is matched
with the ideal gradient even if we get saturation in most of the holograms.
The grating is chopped at the bottom and top to match the larger gradient, but the higher
slope was helpful in increasing the power. The contrast matched holograms are shown in
Fig. 3.8
The new generated modes were measured using a similar method using an Ophir Spiricon
beam profiler and are shown in Fig. 3.9. The modes have better phase and amplitude
structure.
3.6. Correlation holograms
The generated modes were correlated with their complex conjugates according to the
setup in Fig. 3.1. A phase hologram having an inverted imaginary part was generated.
The conjugate hologram was found to be horizontally inverted with respect to the original
hologram.
15
Figure 3.8: Contrast corrected holograms
An inverted hologram would not affect the correlation, because the reflecting diffraction
pattern is vertically symmetric. Hence, the original hologram was used on the second SLM.
The incident mode is correlated with a hologram of any pre-defined mode and the correlation
pattern is observed at the focal plane of a Fourier transforming lens (FTL) placed after the
4f filtering setup. The FTL is the most important and most sensitive part of the setup.
The FTL performs a 2D Fourier transform on the beam exiting Lens 4 giving the actual
correlation pattern. This comes from the Fourier transforming property of a convex lens.
The correlation pattern has very low power. Hence, a FTL with very small focal length is
needed which can focus the power into a small region to give a perfect correlation pattern.
Using a longer lens would spread the power over a larger area giving low contrast. Having
higher contrast is an essential in this experiment because the correlation pattern has a
complex structure which must be probed accurately.
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Figure 3.9: Contrast corrected holograms and their corresponding generated IG modes im-
aged using a CCD camera
With the use of short focal length comes the complexity of placing a beam profiler at its
exact focal plane. Such lenses have a very high misalignment sensitivity. Thus, the camera
is mounted on a translational stage to place it at a perfect location, i.e. the focal plane.
The correlation pattern sizes were of the order of 100-200 µm. The method of correlation
depends on the initial assumption that the incident mode and correlating mode-holograms
are of similar size. From the generation setup the mode is known to be collimated after
L2, but its size completely depends on the focal lengths of both L1 and L2. Hence, the
hologram is scaled to match the size of the incident mode. The beam waist parameter in
the MATLAB code is used to modulate the hologram size. The optimum hologram size is
determined by the size of correlation pattern. Any mismatch in size or misalignment would
give an incorrect correlation pattern.
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Figure 3.10: A magnified image of a hologram and its complex conjugate hologram
3.7. Correlation pattern simulation
A simulation code was developed to determine whether the correction patterns were
correct. The observed correlation patterns were verified with the simulated ones (Fig. 3.12).
The alignment and hologram sizes were changed to match them exactly. The intensity
at the center of the correlation pattern was measured using the BeamMic software. This
quantity aids in constructing a crosstalk matrix.
3.8. Crosstalk matrix
A cross talk matrix is a quantitative representation of the performance of a specific mode
in comparison with its orthogonal counterparts. It has been used by Milione [3] in the past
for fiber characterization and mode performance. The steps involved in this measurement
are described in the following discussion.
The selectively excited spatial modes from SLM-1 were aligned to the holograms on
SLM-2(Fig. 3.1). Alignment procedure includes aligning the rotational orientation of the
selectively excited spatial modes to that of the mask and adjusting the sizes of the masks to
those of the selectively excited spatial modes. The illuminated display is then imaged onto
the back focal plane of another f5 = 3.8mm focal length lens (L5) using a 4f imaging system
comprised of two f3 = f4 = 200mm focal length lenses (L3 and L4). The illuminated mask
creates a diffraction pattern in the L5 focal plane. The first diffraction order at the position
is the correlation pattern. For example, the resulting correlation patterns when IG20 was
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Figure 3.11: Experimental setup for free space correlation
selectively excited at SLM-1, and SLM-2 separately displayed IG00, IG10, IG20, IG22, IG
e
31,
and IGo31 are shown in Fig. 3.13. Their corresponding simulated correlation patterns are
also shown. The center of the correlation pattern is denoted by intersecting x−y axes. The
intensity at the center was depicted by the pixel value at that point. The beam profiler scale
varies from 0-4096 cnts.
Each matrix element of the mode crosstalk matrix is the pixel value (in dB) at the center
of the correlation pattern when an Ince Gaussian mode is selectively excited and measured.





31. The rows of the mode crosstalk matrix represent selectively excited Ince-
Gaussian modes and the columns represent selectively measured Ince-Gaussian modes. Each
row is normalised to its highest value. That is, the input with highest value is normalised
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Figure 3.12: The experimentally observed correlation pattern matches with the simulated
patterns to show that the setup is correct





31 given in the second row. Their corresponding simulated and observed
correlation patterns are shown in the third and fourth row, respectively
to 0dB while the rest are measured with respect to it. The percent of measured power is
displayed in units of decibels (dB) given by 10 log10(Pij/Pii) where Pii are the measured
powers of the diagonal matrix elements, i.e., the selectively excited Ince Gaussian modes,
and Pij are the measured powers of the ijth matrix elements, or crosstalking Ince Gaussian
modes. This gives a quantitative measure of how much of a mode is being excited into it
other orthogonal counterparts. One row cannot be directly compared to data in another
row because their normalizations differ. The setup must also remain unperturbed for all the
measurements in a row including beam size, SLM and camera positions, camera exposure
and gain. It can vary for the next row measurements. The values range from -31.2dB to
-17.4dB. The average is less that -20dB which is a very good measure of the purity of each
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mode. A crosstalk value of less than -20dB reduces further complexity of the communication
system.
Figure 3.14: Crosstalk matrix for IG modes in free space with each row normalized to its
highest value, i.e. the auto-correlation value.
3.9. Elliptical core fiber
With the success in free space, the next step was to perform the same experiments in an
elliptical core few mode fiber (EC-FMF). The elliptical core fiber was provided by Corning
Inc. in collaboration with NEC Labs, Princeton, NJ. A cross section of the EC-FMF is
shown in Fig. 3.15. It had a parabolic index profile. The core's major and minor axes'
diameters were 15µm and 10µm, respectively. The fiber is 100m long and spooled (16cm
spool diameter). The setup was similar to that shown in Fig. 3.1 but the modes after
generation and filtering from the first SLM are propagated through the 100 m long fiber.
The coupling of structured light into the fiber was the most important part of this experiment.
Efficient coupling determines the phase and intensity structure of light coming out of the
fiber. There are many factors which can affect coupling including:
1. Fiber cleaving
2. Improper generation of modes from the SLM-1 environment.
3. Size of the modes generated
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Figure 3.15: Elliptical core fiber and its cross section image showing the dimensions of the
core and cladding
4. Pitch and yaw of incoming mode
5. Focal length of coupling lens
6. Gradual relaxation of translational stages under gravity
7. Vibration and transients in the environment
8. Damage to fiber
A normal Gaussian laser beam was coupled into the fiber with the aim of achieving 3dB
coupling. The light from a 1.5mW He-Ne laser was coupled using a Newport 10× objective
lens. The fiber was mounted over a U-shaped mount and was held using a side-mounted fiber
chuck as shown in Fig. 3.16. The other end of the fiber was held against a photodetector to
measure the output power. More and 3dB coupling was achieved and the fiber was inspected
for having any leak or break.
For the final setup a U-shaped mount did not provide sufficient degrees of freedom for
proper alignment. Hence, a Thorlabs 5-axis stage mount was used which included the pitch
and yaw option but was not efficient as it shifted with time. Two external mirrors were used
for this purpose. The proposed setup looked like Fig. 3.17.
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Figure 3.16: First light into the fiber using a 1.5mW He-Ne laser
The source was the same as that for free space (15 mW, He-Ne, 632nm). The source
needed to be very stable and was mounted on a vertical mount. The same SLM was used and
was also mounted onto a x−y transverse stage mount as shown in Fig. 3.18. The coupling
section included two mirrors for the pitch and yaw adjustment. The angle at which light
enters the core of a fiber determines which modes are excited within the fiber. The pitch
and yaw adjustments using 2 mirrors are shown in Fig. 3.19.
3.10. Coupling lens
The selection of lens depends on the application. Coupling into a fiber requires the
focusing of a collimated beam of light to a diffraction limited spot size. This cannot be
achieved using regular spherical or achromatic doublets. Many spherical aberration are in-
troduced. This could excite many incorrect modes into the fiber. Aspheric lenses offer
diffraction-limited spot sizes which is an advantage over achromatic doublets. While indi-
vidual spherical lenses can refract light at only small angles before spherical aberration is
introduced, aspheric lenses are designed with curved surfaces which deviate from a sphere.
This deviation is designed to eliminate spherical aberrations when light is refracted at large
angles. Thus, an aspheric lens over a high magnification objective lens was chosen.
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Figure 3.17: Block diagram of the proposed final setup
The focal length of a lens is determined using the matrix analysis of Gaussian beams.






where to couple light of wavelength from a collimated laser beam of 1/e2 diameter, D, into a
fiber f mode field diameter, ω. A lens of maximum focal length of f is needed. This equation
is valid only for Gaussian beams, but since the modes are intensity modulated Gaussian
beams it can be used to a good approximation. Since the fiber core is elliptical with major
and minor axes being 10 and 15 microns, respectively, the smaller dimension is used in eq.
3.1. The maximum focal length of the lens should be less than 15 mm. An aspheric lens with
11mm and 5mm focal length was compared with an objective lens. The 5mm focal length
lens with a numerical aperture of 0.15 gave best results as seen in Fig. 3.24 as compared to
Fig. 3.22 and 3.23. The numerical aperture of the fiber was not known. Hence, it could not
be used as a parameter for selection.
Since the fiber core and the IG beams have elliptical structure they are not azimuthally
symmetric. The loss of circular symmetry adds to the complexity of alignment but has been
proven to provide lower mode crosstalk due to increased difference in the effective refractive
index of the individual modes. A transverse rotational stage was required for the fiber. This
was provided by the Thorlabs HFR001 - 1/4” Fiber Chuck Rotation Mount shown in Fig.
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Figure 3.18: SLM was mouted on a x− y translational stage for better alignment
3.20. When a fiber is mounted onto a chuck the alignment of the core is not known neither
can its position be monitored in real time. Hence the chuck was rotated using this stage to
obtain best alignment. Another way to get around this is to generate rotated modes, but
this can lead to mode impurity. This was mounted onto a U-shaped fiber mount which was
in turn mounted firmly over a 5-axis stage. The 5-axis stage gave the essential x−y−z
motion.
The other end of the fiber is held by a chuck over a vertical mount. Another 5mm lens is
used to collimate the light coming out of the fiber and onto the second SLM. A beam profiler
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Figure 3.19: Two mirrors used for the pitch and yaw motion of the incoming mode
was placed at the output to visually inspect the structure of the mode before correlation and
measure power at the same time. This was done by using a beam splitter. Every stage which
gave an additional degree of freedom was changed using the beam profiler and a photodiode
for reference. The desired mode was one having the best profile and maximum power.
As the mode index increased, the power in the modes decreased with the best intensity
and phase structure. This is because the core confinement is lower for higher indexed modes
and they shed more power on propagation. This agrees with the theory.
The light coming out is also rotated at a specific angle. This is due to the internal rotation
of the core when the fiber is drawn. The uniformity of rotation in all the modes is equal
and thus shows proper coupling. The correlation stage using the second SLM is the same
as before but just that rotated holograms were used for correlation. Thus, the correlation
patterns were rotated accordingly.
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Figure 3.20: The rotational mount used to hold the fiber chuck and the 2mm clear aperture
(CA) aspheric lens mounted in front of it.
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Figure 3.21: 5-axis stage used to mount the fiber chuck
Figure 3.22: Beam profiles obtained using a simple Newport 20× objective lens (NA=0.4,
FL=9mm) for coupling
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Figure 3.23: Beam profiles obtained using an aspheric lens (NA=0.25, FL=11mm,
CA=5mm) for coupling





Correlation for an elliptical core fiber was performed following the steps given in chapter
3. Correlation matrices measured for Hermite- Gaussian and Ince-Gaussian beams are given
in Fig. 4.1. Each row in the matrix is an individual entity which is normalized by the largest
column entry. The results look similar for HG and IG. The results for HG may be slightly
better as a result of their less complicated correlation patterns.
Figure 4.1: Mode crosstalk matrices for HG and IG beams
When these results were compared with free space results in an earlier chapter not much
difference is observed. This demonstrates that IG beams can be used for data communi-
cation with spatial division multiplexing. The results in fiber could be degraded because
the structure of light inside the fiber is susceptible to any environmental changes. Hence,
taking into consideration imperfect environmental conditions the modes coming out of the
fiber are also very unstable. These results are also limited by the resolution of the beam
profiler. The main argument is that IG modes, being natural modes of the e-core fiber, would
perform better. This is not made obvious by the correlation experiment. Instead measuring
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the performance of the individual IG modes with respect to their corresponding HG modes
(by Gouy phase) was considered. This is done by measuring the relative power of the mode
coming out of the fiber,






Multiple measurements were taken for each mode and their means are plotted in Fig.
4.2. IG modes slightly outperform HG with respect to relative power. This is an important
aspect because these results are just for a 100 m fiber. These differences will be amplified
over long distances. This means that IG modes are more stable inside the e-core fiber and
shed less light. When considering fiber communication the use of signal repeaters/amplifiers
should be minimized because they only worsen the SNR.





It is generally accepted that spatial division multiplexing (SDM) relies on the orthogo-
nality of solutions to the paraxial wave equation to increase link capacity of communication
systems [8, 9]. These orthogonal solutions are generally considered good basis sets for SDM
because they can co-propagate as independent channels under ideal conditions with minimal
crosstalk. Certain sets of solutions allow for both multiplexing and demultiplexing. A partic-
ularly well studied set of modes are the Laguerre Gaussian (LG) solutions. Demultiplexing
methods based on interferometry [10, 11], diffraction [12], q-plates [13] and mode specific
holography [14] have been suggested in the past for selecting a specific mode. High speed
SDM communication links of up to 400 Gb/s have been implemented using these methods
in free space and optical fiber [15–17].
The use of a geometrical transformation in a space variant system paved the way for
the development of a passive optic to sort LG modes [18, 19]. The passive optic consists of
two refractive elements which transform concentric ring-like LG modes into distinct parallel
lines at the output, thus transforming orbital angular momentum states into transverse
momentum states with minimal crosstalk [20, 21]. Improvements on this mode sorter were
demonstrated for reducing mode overlap [22]. Another method of demultiplexing relies on
the manipulation of scattered light in the modes after passing through a scattering medium
by pre-distorting the phase structure of the modes [23]. Linear polarization (LP) modes of
optical fiber is another state space that has been vastly studied. Photonic lanterns [24, 25]
used for multiplexing and demultiplexing have facilitated communication links as fast as tens
of Gb/s. Mode coupling [26,27] with these modes may be controlled by MIMO-DSP [28,29]
and e-core fibers [30].
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The use of matched filters and correlation have been used extensively in communication
systems for signal detection [31]. An optical analog of this method was presented [5] and
implemented [2,3,32,33] using a fiducial reference hologram to measure the fidelity of a mode.
The reference hologram is a transmission function (correlation phase mask) programmed on a
spatial light modulator (SLM). Denoting the incoming beam before the correlation hologram
as U(u) and the transmission function of the correlation hologram as φ∗n, the beam after the




where u represent transverse coordinates. Placing a lens of focal length f after the SLM
results in a transverse structure, Wf (u), shown in the inset of Fig. 5.1, which describes the
field of the correlation pattern of a mode
















Quantitative characterization of the mode by the fiducial correlating hologram of the
mode is done by measuring the intensity of the correlation pattern at the optical axis. In the
case of a reflective SLM the correlation pattern is spatially separated from the unperturbed
reflection of the main beam from the reflective surface of the SLM using diffraction gratings.
The correlation technique may be extended to demultiplex spatially multiplexed modes.
Two holograms with perpendicular diffraction gratings are superimposed on a liquid crystal
on silicon (LCoS) SLM for synchronous sorting. A similar technique was previously reported
for information security purposes by measuring intensity on the optical axis [34]. Here, differ-
ent gratings modulate each hologram for sorting modes. A temporal modulation of channels
enables discrimination of imperfectly separated spatial modes. Crosstalk is measured as a
difference in the modulated power of the two channels at a desired location. This provides
a reference for a number of candidate orthogonal modes. The efficiency of demultiplex-
ing Laguerre-Gaussian (cylindrical), Ince-Gaussian (elliptical) [35] and Hermite-Gaussian
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(Cartesian) modes is presented.
5.1. Experiment
Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the experimental setup. Two modes with different indices gen-
erated using two independent mechanically modulated sources and reflective LCoS-spatial
light modulators are multiplexed using a non-polarizing beam splitter (BS). The multiplexed
beam is correlated with superimposed holograms on SLM3. Each hologram on SLM3 simul-
taneously correlates one of the two modes and spatially separates it from the other. Each
correlation pattern is selected by a pinhole and analyzed using a silicon photodiode (PD)
connected to an RF spectrum analyzer (RF S/A). The RF spectrum analyzer records the
modulated power levels at 2.4 and 3.0 kHz for each pattern and the relative power is a
measure of the channel crosstalk
The experimental setup includes two 633nm HeNe laser sources modulated independently
with choppers as shown in Fig. 5.1. The first beam (channel 1, 2.4 kHz) is incident on SLM1
(SDE 1024 Cambridge Correlators), 2 − 3◦ from normal to circumvent the use of a beam
splitter to divert the beam. A hologram used to generate a particular mode is programmed
on SLM1 which generates higher order spatial modes. A 4f system and a pinhole is used to
select and collimate the first order diffracted mode. A configuration is used for the second
beam (channel 2, 3.0 kHz) on SLM2 programmed with another hologram used to generate
a second mode. The two beams are modulated at different rates and multiplexed with a
non-polarizing beam splitter (BS). The transverse spatial field, U(u), from eq. 5.1 may now
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where φn represent multiplexed spatial modes and cn are modal coefficients. SLM3 is pro-
grammed with a hologram comprised of two superimposed inverse correlation holograms ψ∗n,
each overlaid with a grating Fig. 5.2. Gratings on respective holograms are perpendicular
to each other. One grating diffracts in the x-direction and the other in the y-direction. To
compensate for beam diffraction these holograms have slightly larger diameters than the
holograms used for mode generation on SLM1 and SLM2. Each superimposed hologram in
Fig. 5.2 performs the correlation operation described by eq. 5.2 on its corresponding mode
within the multiplexed beam.
The insets in Fig. 5.1 allow a discussion of the experiments and are specific to LG modes.
The operation of eq. 5.2 on each mode, for example, LG1,0 and LG6,0, individually results
in Wf (u)LG1,0 in the x-direction and Wf (u)LG6,0 in the y-direction as shown in the inset
of Fig. 5.1. Each multiplexed mode is correlated with its respective correlation hologram
(autocorrelation). They are spatially separated in the x- and y-directions by their respective
grating.
Ideally, after both autocorrelations are performed, light present at points A and B (inset
Fig. 5.1) is exclusively from the LG1,0 mode, and light present at points C and D is exclusively
from LG6,0. For example, if LG6,0 is blocked only diffraction spots at A and B would appear.
However, due to impairments, imperfections, or mode overlap, some light from each mode
will fall on the correlating hologram of the other mode and will be directed to an incorrect
location. If LG6,0 is blocked, spots A and B will have more light from the correlation of
LG1,0 with the inverse hologram ψ
∗ of LG6,0. Spots C and D will have some light from
the correlation of the LG1,0 mode with the portion of the correlation hologram ψ
∗ of LG6,0.
Points A and C have a bright center intensity resulting from autocorrelation of the two
beams with their respective correlation holograms. Our crosstalk data are taken from these
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Figure 5.2: Exemplary holograms programmed onto SLM3. These correlation holograms
consist of two superimposed holograms, a) LG1,0 and LG6,0, b) IG1,1 and IG7,7 (IG(p,m=p)),
c)IG1,1 and IG7,3 (IG(p,m 6=p))), d) HG2,1 and HG1,4. These holograms are used to simulta-
neously correlate and sort the multiplexed beams.
autocorrelations at points A and C. The dark centers at points B and D are idiosyncrasies
of the LG basis set, and the manner in which orbital angular momentum is introduced
directionally to a beam through helicities ±1. HG and IG modes do not carry this helicity.
Therefore, for these cases B and D are identical to A and C, respectively.
Once spatially separated, the two multiplexed modes may be individually filtered with
a pinhole and directed onto a photo detector connected to an RF spectrum analyzer. The
channels are individually modulated with mechanical choppers at different frequencies to
measure the modulated power in each channel as well as the degree of overlap from the
unwanted channel. The spectrum analyzer displays the frequency domain power spectrum
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with distinct peaks at the modulated frequencies. The crosstalk is the difference between
these two peak power levels. The LG1,0 mode (channel 1) is modulated at 2.4 kHz and
the LG6,0 (channel 2) is modulated at 3 kHz . With a pinhole placed at point A to select
LG1,0 (channel 1), higher peak power at 2.4 kHz as compared to 3 kHz indicates that the
majority of power is received from the desired channel 1. The method described here is
used to compare crosstalk between demultiplexed channels for different mode combinations.
LG1,0 is used for channel 1 while the mode index for channel 2 is increased and for each
increment the crosstalk for that combination is measured. This method is used for HG and
IG modes for comparisons among different basis sets.
5.2. Results
Power in both channels is initially measured to confirm that beams with different mode
indices have a negligible difference and does not affect crosstalk measurements. The power
difference between LG1,0 and LG7,0 modes is 0.2 dB, and similarly for IG and HG modes.
Since the indices of LG, IG and HG modes are associated with different coordinate systems
they cannot be compared by one simple mode index. The Gouy phase is therefore used to
compare results of different basis sets, and the crosstalk between channels after sorting is
plotted with respect to the Gouy phase difference, ∆ψ(z), between the two modes as shown
in Fig. 3. Open circles in each graph denote crosstalk from channel 2 when channel 1 is
selected and unwanted light from channel 2 overlaps into channel 1. Solid circles denote
crosstalk from channel 1 when channel 2 is selected. In each case a small index mode
(LG1,0, IG1,1, and HG1,1) is used for channel 1, and an index mode for channel 2 is varied
from small to large. As the mode index of channel 2 increases, so does ∆ψ(z). In all cases,
both multiplexed modes are from the same basis set and are therefore mutually orthogonal.
Multiplexed modes shown in Fig. 5.3(a) are from the LG basis set with ψLG(z) = 2p+`+1.
For each pair of modes, ∆ψ(z) is calculated and the crosstalk in the two separated channels
are measured and plotted. For larger ∆ψ(z) the spatial overlap between modes shrinks.
This improves mode isolation as crosstalk between channels decreases. In addition to a
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larger mode difference resulting in less crosstalk, the size of correlation holograms plays an
important role in minimizing crosstalk between channels. Both correlating holograms were
generated with a different beam waist to achieve minimum crosstalk. The optimum beam
waist diameter for the correlating holograms of the lower and higher index modes were 6
mm and 12 mm, respectively, after 2 meters of free space propagation of the multiplexed
modes as shown in Fig. 5.4(a). More crosstalk occurs when the modes are fully overlapping
as shown, for example, in Fig. 5.4(b). As shown in Fig. 5.3(a), the crosstalk is directly
related to the amount of mode overlap though every mode pair is mutually orthogonal.
Figure 5.3: Two modes are simultaneously demultiplexed. Plots compare measured crosstalk
values between pairs of modes from different basis sets. The channel 1 plots show crosstalk
in channel 1 from channel 2 and similarly for the channel 2 plots. Each point represents
crosstalk between two modes of the same basis set (mutually orthogonal) for different Gouy
phase differences between them. a) Laguerre-Gaussian modes LGl,p b) Ince-Gaussian modes
IGp,m=p, c) Ince-Gaussian modes IGp,m 6=p with the same ∆ψ(z) values as b) but with different
mode structure resulting in drastically different crosstalk values, and d) Hermite-Gaussian
modes HGm,n. For example, ψLG1,0(z) = 2 and ψLG7,0(z) = 8. Therefore, ∆ψ(z) = 6 and
the crosstalk between LG1,0 and LG7,0 is -35 dB measured at point A on plot a). Thus when
channel 2 is selected there is -35 dB of crosstalk from channel 1.
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In Fig. 5.3(b) IG modes with Gouy phase ψIG(z) = p + 1 are used in the multiplexed
channels, and the crosstalk between channels is observed as the mode index of channel
2 is increased. IGp,m=p modes are used and characteristically have dark centers such as
IG7,7 shown in Fig. 5.2(b). Consequently, these modes exhibit less spatial overlap with
IG1,1, for example, in channel 1. Crosstalk between IGp,m=p modes is larger than their
respective LG counterparts as shown in Fig. 5.3(b). The crosstalk in one channel compared
to the other is not the same. They do not exhibit symmetric crosstalk. This may be
related to the higher spatial frequency of the IG modes in their azimuthal direction and the
inherent complexity associated with matching every lobe within the mode to their lobes on
the correlating hologram.
Figure 5.4: a) In this hologram the smaller correlation pattern is `=1 with a beam waist of
6mm and `=6 with a beam waist of 12 mm. Crosstalk measurements in Fig. 5.3(a) are the
results of using this amount of separation. b) The smaller correlation pattern is `=1 with a
beam waist of 6mm and `=6 mode with a beam waist of 6 mm. This hologram resulted in
twice the amount of crosstalk than the hologram in (a).
IGp,m 6=p, which are degenerate in Gouy phase with other IGp,m=p modes, are characterized
by a dense field structure about their center. These IG modes have larger spatial overlap
with the IG1,1 mode of channel 1 and thus have larger crosstalk as shown in Fig. 5.3(c).
Measurements in Fig. 5.3(d) show crosstalk between HG modes having ψ(z) = m + n + 1.
All HG modes overlap at their centers as shown in Fig. 5.2(d). There are no combinations
of HG modes that avoid overlap. The more modes overlap on SLM3 the more crosstalk is
present after demultiplexing as observed by the similarity of HG modes to IG modes having




Of the four mode sets investigated, LG modes yield the best crosstalk results with more
than 25 dB for a Gouy phase difference of ∆ψ(z) ≥ 4 and consistency between channels. The
consistency between channels is credited to the ease of alignment of correlation holograms
to their respective incident modal structures. Similarly, IGp,m=p modes which exhibit dark
centers yield good crosstalk results. These exhibit a high azimuthal spatial frequency that
make them less readily aligned with their respective correlation holograms compared to their
LG counterparts, resulting in less consistency between channels. IGp,m 6=p and HG modes
exhibit greater crosstalk due to the dense spatial structure about their centers and resulting
spatial overlap while multiplexed.
It may be generally assumed that orthogonality of signals is necessary in the design and
operation of multiplexed communication systems. In this work a demultiplexing technique
was explored that is the realization of the orthogonality condition, an overlap integral of a
signal and its basis set. Equation 2 describes the mixing and low pass filter averaging of two
orthogonal signals.
However, in our experiments, and in fact in other SDM demultiplexing methods, suc-
cessful separation of multiplexed signals depends less on the inherent orthogonality of the
signals, and more on the spatial separation of the signals. The broader implication of this
work may be to point out a practical sensitivity to misalignment and impairments and thus
practical limitations in the demultiplexing of SDM communication systems.
As shown LG modes have good multiplexing and demultiplexing capabilities. They per-
form poorly in propagation in a elliptical core and in any other parabolic index fiber which
form a great part of current infrastructure. HG modes have good multiplexing and prop-
agation properties but their performance in demultiplexing is the worst of those studied.
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While IG modes have good propagation properties and show considerable demultiplexing
capabilities for an appropriate selection of modes (non-degenerate). Thus, IG are a good
candidate for spatial division multiplexing applications.
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1 %% Genenerates hologram f o r IG .
2
3 c l c ; c l e a r ; c l o s e a l l ;
4 % General pamarmeters
5 w0=0.0003; %beamwaist
6 lam =632 .8∗10ˆ( 9) ;
7 r e sx =1024;
8 r e sy =768;
9 p i x s i z e =9 .0∗10ˆ( 6 ) ;
10 apx=( re sx ∗ p i x s i z e ) /2 ;
11 apy=( re sy ∗ p i x s i z e ) /2 ;
12 ro t =0; %r o t a t i o n
13 %Choose the hologram type you wish to generate .
14 mode=0; % 0 f o r HG, 1 f o r LG, 2 f o r IG , 3 f o r Modesorter element
1 , 4 f o r Modesorter element 2 .
15
16 %IG mode s p e c i f i c parameters
17 p1=1;
18 m1=1;
19 pa r i t y =1;
20 e l l i p =2;
45
21
22 %Parameters d e f i n i n g wedge func t i on o f grat ing , which s e p e r a t e s
the beam
23 %into the f i r s t order
24 angx =1.2 ; %d e f i n e s the angular t i l t a long the x a x i s
25 angy=0; %d e f i n e s the angulat t i l t a long the y a x i s
26
27 %% Build g r id f o r computing the 2d data
28 [X,Y] = meshgrid ( apx : p i x s i z e : apx , apy : p i x s i z e : apy ) ;
29
30
31 %% Bui lds g ra t ing r e s u l t i n g from a p a r t i c u l a r wedge func t i on
32 g ra t ing=wedge (X,Y, angx , angy , apx , apy , lam ) ;
33
34 %% Plot s the d e s i r e d hologram on second monitor i f attached .
35
36 mp= get ( groot , ’ Moni torPos i t ions ’ ) ;
37 s c r s z=mp( 1 , : ) ;
38 %nof s=s i z e (mp) ;
39 no f s =1;
40 c l o s e a l l
41 i f no f s (1 ) == 1
42
43 i f mode == 0
44
45
46 %b u i l d s IG mode array g iven the above parameters .
46
47 [ IG]= Ince Gauss ian2 ( apx , apy , par i ty , p1 ,m1, e l l i p , w0 , ( 2∗ pi /632 .8 e
9 ) ,0 ,X,Y, p i x s i z e ) ;
48
49 %p l o t s the i n t e n s i t y p r o f i l e f o r t h i s p a r t i c u l a r mode
50 MAX=IG (1 , 1 ) ;
51 f o r i =1:769
52 f o r j =1:1025
53 i f MAX<= IG( i , j ) ;





59 f i g 1=f i g u r e ;
60 IGB3=imrotate (IGB2 , rot , ’ b i l i n e a r ’ , ’ crop ’ ) ;
61 x=abs (IGB3) ;
62 %j1=imrotate (x , rot , ’ b i l i n e a r ’ , ’ crop ’ ) ;
63 imagesc ( x ) ;
64 colormap ( gray ) ;
65
66 %p l o t s the hologram f o r t h i s mode , combined with the r equ i r ed
g ra t ing .
67 f i g 2=f i g u r e ;
68 y=angle (IGB3 .∗ g ra t ing ) ;
69 y1=(6∗y ) +3.14;
70 c=x .∗ y ;
71 imagesc ( c ) ;
72 colormap ( gray ) ;
47
73 a x i s o f f ;
74




79 q3=(q2 q1 ) /1024 ;
80 %[ q]= meshgrid ( q1 : q3 : q2 ) ;
81 w1=0.75;
82 w2=1;
83 w3=(w2 w1) /768 ;
84 [ q ,w]= meshgrid ( q1 : q3 : q2 , w1 : w3 : w2) ;
85
86 i=y1<0;
87 y1 ( i ) =0;
88 o=y1>6.28;
89 y1 ( o ) =6.28;
90 y2=x .∗ y1 ;
91 f i g 3=f i g u r e ;









A.2. Ince Gaussian function
1 f unc t i on [ IGB]= Ince Gauss ian2 ( apx1 , apy1 , par i ty , p ,m, e , w0 , k , z ,X,Y, px
)
2 %{
3 Calcu la te an Ince Gaussian Beam at a given z plane
4
5 INPUTS:
6 pa r i t y = par i t y o f the beam , 0 = EVEN C; 1 = ODD S
7 p , m = order and degree o f the Ince Gaussian beam
8 p = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . f o r pa r i t y=0 and p =1 ,2 , 3 , . . f o r pa r i t y=1
9 0<=m<=p
10 (p ,m) must have the same par i ty , i . e . , ( 1 ) ˆ(p m)=1
11 e = e l l i p t i c i t y parameter
12 w0 = beam width ( wais t ) at z=0
13 k = 2∗ pi /lambda , wavenumber , lambda=wavelength
14 z = propagat ion d i s t anc e
15 X = x Cartes ian coord inate mesh
16 Y = y Cartes ian coord inate mesh
17 px= p i x s i z e
18 OUTPUTS:
19 IGB = Ince Gaussian Beam ( I n t e n s i t y i s a n a l y t i c a l l y normal ized





24 %% CHECK INPUT
25 N=((2∗apy1 ) /px ) +1;
49
26 P=((2∗apx1 ) /px ) +1;
27 i f mod(N, 2 ) ==0; e r r o r ( ’ERROR: N must be ODD’ ) ; end ;
28 i f pa r i t y==0
29 i f (m<0) | | (m>p) ; e r r o r ( ’ERROR: Wrong range f o r ”m” , 0<=m<=p ’ ) ;
end ;
30 e l s e
31 i f (m<1) | | (m>p) ; e r r o r ( ’ERROR: Wrong range f o r ”m” , 1<=m<=p ’ ) ;
end ;
32 end ;
33 i f ( 1 ) ˆ(m p) ˜=1; e r r o r ( ’ERROR: (p ,m) must have the same par i ty
, i . e . , ( 1 ) ˆ(m p)=1 ’ ) ; end ;
34
35 %% PARAMETERS
36 f 0 = s q r t ( e /2)∗w0 ;
37
38 %% INCE GAUSSIAN BEAM
39 i f z==0 % At the z=0
40 [ xhi , etha ]= m e s h e l l i p t i c ( f0 , apx1 , apy1 ,X,Y, px ) ;
41 R = s q r t (X.ˆ2 + Y. ˆ 2 ) ;
42 i f pa r i t y==0
43 IGB=CInceIGB (p ,m, e , etha ) .∗CInceIGB (p ,m, e , 1 i ∗xhi ) .∗ exp ( (R/w0
) . ˆ 2 ) ; % Even IGB
44 e l s e
45 IGB=SInceIGB (p ,m, e , etha ) .∗ SInceIGB (p ,m, e , 1 i ∗xhi ) .∗ exp ( (R/w0
) . ˆ 2 ) ; % Odd IGB
46 end
47 e l s e % At z˜=0
48 zr =1/2∗k∗w0ˆ2 ; % Rayle igh range
50
49 wz=w0∗ s q r t (1+( z/ zr ) . ˆ 2 ) ; % Beam width ( wais t ) at z=0
50 Rz=z∗(1+( zr . / z ) . ˆ 2 ) ; % Radius o f curvature o f the phase
f r o n t
51 f = f0 ∗wz/w0 ; % Focal d i s t anc e o f e l l i p t i c
c oo rd ina t e s at z
52 [ xhi , etha ,X,Y]= m e s h e l l i p t i c ( f , L ,N) ; % Calcu la te e l l i p t i c
c oo rd ina t e s ( xhi , etha ) , (X,Y)= Cartes ian Coordinates
53 R = s q r t (X.ˆ2 + Y. ˆ 2 ) ; % Radial coo rd ina te
54 i f pa r i t y==0
55 IGB=(w0/wz) ∗( CInceIGB (p ,m, e , etha ) .∗CInceIGB (p ,m, e , 1 i ∗xhi ) ) .∗
exp ( (R/wz) . ˆ 2 ) .∗ . . .
56 exp (1 i ∗(k∗z + k∗R.ˆ2/(2∗Rz) ( p+1)∗atan ( z/ zr ) ) ) ; % Even
IGB
57 e l s e
58 IGB=(w0/wz) ∗( SInceIGB (p ,m, e , etha ) .∗ SInceIGB (p ,m, e , 1 i ∗xhi ) ) .∗
exp ( (R/wz) . ˆ 2 ) .∗ . . .





63 %% COMPUTE THE NORMALIZATION CONSTANTS
64 i f pa r i t y == 0 ;
65 i f mod(p , 2 ) ==0;
66 [ C0 , ˜ , c o e f ]=CInceIGB (p ,m, e , 0 ) ;
67 [ Cp,˜ ,˜ ]= CInceIGB (p ,m, e , p i /2) ;
68 Norm = ( 1 ) ˆ(m/2)∗ s q r t (2 ) ∗gamma(p/2+1)∗ c o e f (1 ) ∗ s q r t (2/ p i ) /
w0/C0/Cp ; % Calcu la te norma l i za t i on constant
51
69 e l s e
70 [ C0 , ˜ , c o e f ]=CInceIGB (p ,m, e , 0 ) ;
71 [ ˜ , ˜ , ˜ ,DCp]=CInceIGB (p ,m, e , p i /2) ;
72 Norm = ( 1 ) ˆ ( (m+1)/2) ∗ gamma( ( p+1)/2+1) ∗ s q r t (4∗ e/ p i ) ∗
c o e f (1 ) / w0 / C0 / DCp; % Calcu la te norma l i za t i on
constant
73 end
74 e l s e
75 i f mod(p , 2 ) ==0;
76 [ ˜ , ˜ , coe f , dS0]=SInceIGB (p ,m, e , 0 ) ;
77 [ ˜ , ˜ , ˜ , dSp]=SInceIGB (p ,m, e , p i /2) ;
78 Norm = ( 1 ) ˆ(m/2)∗ s q r t (2 ) ∗e∗gamma( ( p+2)/2+1)∗ c o e f (1 ) ∗ s q r t
(2/ p i ) /w0/ dS0 / dSp ; % Calcu la t e norma l i za t i on constant
79 e l s e
80 [ Sp , ˜ , coe f ,˜ ]= SInceIGB (p ,m, e , p i /2) ;
81 [ ˜ , ˜ , ˜ , dS0]=SInceIGB (p ,m, e , 0 ) ;
82 Norm = ( 1 ) ˆ ( (m 1 ) /2) ∗ gamma( ( p+1)/2+1) ∗ s q r t (4∗ e/ p i ) ∗





86 IGB = IGB∗Norm ; % Normalized the IGB to I n t e g r a l ( | IGB |ˆ 2 )=1
87






93 %% E l l i p t i c Coordinates
94 f unc t i on [ xi , e ta ]= m e s h e l l i p t i c ( f , apx1 , apy1 ,X,Y, px )
95 %{
96 Creates an e l l i p t i c coo rd ina te mesh
97
98 INPUT:
99 f = f o c a l d i s t anc e o f e l l i p t i c a l c oo rd ina t e s
100
101 OUPUT:
102 x i = e l l i p t i c coo rd inate mesh






109 %% E l l i p t i c Coordinates
110 N=((2∗apy1 ) /px ) +1;
111 P=((2∗apx1 ) /px ) +1;
112 x i=ze ro s (N,P) ; eta=ze ro s (N,P) ; % I n i t i a l i z a t i o n
113
114 % Calcu la te F i r s t Quadrant
115
116
117 en = acosh ( (X( 1 : (N+1) /2 , (P+1) /2 :P)+1 i ∗Y( 1 : (N+1) /2 , (P+1) /2 :P) ) / f ) ;
118 ee = r e a l ( en ) ;
119 nn = imag ( en ) ;
53
120 nn = nn + (nn<0)∗2∗ pi ;
121 x i ( 1 : (N+1) /2 , (P+1) /2 :P)=ee ;
122 eta ( 1 : (N+1) /2 , (P+1) /2 :P)=nn ;
123
124 % Calcu la te other quadrants by symmetry
125 x i ( 1 : (N+1)/2 , 1 : (P 1 ) /2)=f l i p l r ( x i ( 1 : (N+1) /2 , (P+3) /2 :P) ) ;
126 x i ( (N+3) /2 :N, 1 : P)=f l i p u d ( x i ( 1 : (N 1 ) /2 , 1 :P) ) ;
127 eta ( 1 : (N+1) / 2 , 1 : (P 1 ) /2)=pi f l i p l r ( eta ( 1 : (N+1) /2 , (P+3) /2 :P) ) ;
128 eta ( (N+3) /2 :N, 1 : P)=pi+rot90 ( ( eta ( 1 : (N 1 ) /2 , 1 :P) ) ,2 ) ;
129
130 r e turn
131
132 %% EVEN Ince Polynomial
133 f unc t i on [ IP , eta , coe f , dIP]=CInceIGB (p ,m, q , z )
134 %{
135 This func t i on c a l c u l a t e s the EVEN Ince polynomia l s which are
s o l u t i o n s o f the Ince equat ion .
136 The Ince equat ion i s a p e r i o d i c l i n e a r second order d i f f e r e n t i a l
equat ion that has two f a m i l i e s o f independent s o l u t i o n s ,
137 namely , the even Cˆ{m} p ( z , q ) and odd Sˆ{m} p ( z , q ) Ince
polynomia ls o f order p and degree m.
138 Phys i ca l c o n s i d e r a t i o n s are such that Ince polynomia l s are
p e r i o d i c with per iod 2p . The va lue s o f \ etha that s a t i s f y t h i s
cond i t i on
139 are the e i g e nv a l u e s o f the Ince equat ion which i s g iven by
140





145 p = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . .
146 q=complex parameter
147 \ etha = e igenva lue o f the Ince equat ion .
148
149 INPUTS:
150 p = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 . . . Order o f Ince polynomial
151 0<=m<=p m i s the degree o f the Ince polynomial
152 (p ,m) must have the same par i ty , i . e . , ( 1 ) ˆ(p m)=1
153 q = complex parameter
154 0<=z<2p i independent v a r i a b l e ( Vector or Matrix )
155
156 OUTPUTS:
157 IP=Cˆ{m} p ( z , q ) EVEN Ince Polynomial
158 eta = e igenva lue o f the Ince Polynomial
159 c o e f = c o e f f i c i e n t s o f the Ince Polynomial





165 %% Check Input
166 i f (m<0) | | (m>p) ; e r r o r ( ’ERROR: Wrong range f o r ”m” , 0<=m<=p ’ ) ; end
;
167 i f ( 1 ) ˆ(m p) ˜=1; e r r o r ( ’ERROR: (p ,m) must have the same par i ty ,
i . e . , ( 1 ) ˆ(m p)=1 ’ ) ; end ;
168 [ l a rgo , ancho ]= s i z e ( z ) ; % change input to vec to r format
55
169 z=transpose ( z ( : ) ) ;
170 norma l i za t i on =1;
171
172 %% Calcu la te the C o e f f i c i e n t s
173 i f mod(p , 2 )==0
174 %%%% p Even %%%%
175 j=p /2 ; N=j +1; n=m/2+1;
176
177 % Matrix
178 M=diag ( q∗( j +(1:N 1 ) ) ,1 ) + diag ( [ 2∗ q∗ j , q∗( j ( 1 : N 2 ) ) ] , 1 ) +
diag ( [ 0 , 4 ∗ ( ( 0 :N 2 ) +1) . ˆ 2 ] ) ;
179 i f p==0; M=0; end ;
180
181 % Eigenva lues and Eigenvector s
182 [A, e t s ]= e i g (M) ;
183 e t s=diag ( e t s ) ;
184 [ e ts , index ]= s o r t ( e t s ) ;
185 A=A( : , index ) ;
186
187 % Normal izat ion
188 i f no rma l i za t i on ==0;
189 N2=2∗A(1 , n) .ˆ2+sum(A( 2 :N, n) . ˆ 2 ) ;
190 NS=s ign (sum(A( : , n ) ) ) ;
191 A=A/ s q r t (N2)∗NS;
192 e l s e
193 mv=(2 :2 : p ) . ’ ;
194 N2=s q r t (A(1 , n) ˆ2∗2∗gamma(p/2+1)ˆ2+sum ( ( s q r t (gamma( ( p+mv)
/2+1) .∗gamma( ( p mv) /2+1) ) .∗A( 2 : p/2+1,n) ) . ˆ2 ) ) ;
56




199 % Ince Polynomial
200 r =0:N 1 ;
201 [R,X]= meshgrid ( r , z ) ;
202 IP=cos (2∗X.∗R)∗A( : , n ) ;
203 dIP = 2∗R.∗ s i n (2∗X.∗R)∗A( : , n ) ;
204 eta=e t s (n) ;
205
206 e l s e
207 %%%% p ODD %%%
208 j =(p 1 ) /2 ; N=j +1; n=(m+1) /2 ;
209
210 % Matrix
211 M=diag ( q/2∗(p+(2∗(0:N 2 ) +3) ) ,1 )+diag ( q/2∗(p ( 2 ∗ ( 1 : N 1 ) 1 ) ) , 1 )
+ diag ( [ q/2+p∗q /2+1 ,(2∗(1 :N 1 ) +1) . ˆ 2 ] ) ;
212
213 % Eigenva lues and Eigenvector s
214 [A, e t s ]= e i g (M) ;
215 e t s=diag ( e t s ) ;
216 [ e ts , index ]= s o r t ( e t s ) ;
217 A=A( : , index ) ;
218
219 % Normal izat ion
220 i f no rma l i za t i on ==0;
221 N2=sum(A( : , n ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
57
222 NS=s ign (sum(A( : , n ) ) ) ;
223 A=A/ s q r t (N2)∗NS;
224 e l s e
225 mv=(1 :2 : p ) . ’ ;
226 N2=s q r t (sum( ( s q r t (gamma( ( p+mv) /2+1) .∗gamma( ( p mv) /2+1) )
.∗A( : , n ) ) . ˆ2 ) ) ;




231 % Ince Polynomial
232 r =2∗(0:N 1 ) +1;
233 [R,X]= meshgrid ( r , z ) ;
234 IP=cos (X.∗R)∗A( : , n ) ;
235 dIP = R.∗ s i n (X.∗R)∗A( : , n ) ;
236 eta=e t s (n) ;
237 end
238
239 c o e f=A( : , n ) ;
240 IP=reshape ( IP , [ largo , ancho ] ) ; % reshape output to o r i g i n a l format
241 dIP=reshape ( dIP , [ largo , ancho ] ) ;
242
243 r e turn
244
245 %% ODD Ince Polynomial
246 f unc t i on [ IP , eta , coe f , dIP]=SInceIGB (p ,m, q , z )
247 %{
248 This func t i on c a l c u l a t e s the ODD Ince polynomia ls which are
58
s o l u t i o n s o f the Ince equat ion .
249 The Ince equat ion i s a p e r i o d i c l i n e a r second order d i f f e r e n t i a l
equat ion that has two f a m i l i e s o f independent s o l u t i o n s ,
250 namely , the even Cˆ{m} p ( z , q ) and odd Sˆ{m} p ( z , q ) Ince
polynomia ls o f order p and degree m.
251 Phys i ca l c o n s i d e r a t i o n s are such that Ince polynomia l s are
p e r i o d i c with per iod 2p . The va lue s o f \ etha that s a t i s f y t h i s
cond i t i on
252 are the e i g e nv a l u e s o f the Ince equat ion which i s g iven by
253




258 p = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . .
259 q=complex parameter
260 \ etha = e igenva lue o f the Ince equat ion .
261
262 INPUTS:
263 p = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 . . . Order o f Ince polynomial
264 0<=m<=p m i s the degree o f the Ince polynomial
265 (p ,m) must have the same par i ty , i . e . , ( 1 ) ˆ(p m)=1
266 q = complex parameter
267 0<=z<2p i independent v a r i a b l e ( Vector or Matrix )
268
269 OUTPUTS:
270 IP=Sˆ{m} p ( z , q ) ODD Ince Polynomial
271 eta = e igenva lue o f the Ince Polynomial
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272 c o e f = c o e f f i c i e n t s o f the Ince Polynomial




277 %% Check Input
278 i f (m<1) | | (m>p) ; e r r o r ( ’ERROR: Wrong range f o r ”m” , 1<=m<=p ’ ) ;
end ;
279 i f ( 1 ) ˆ(m p) ˜=1; e r r o r ( ’ERROR: (p ,m) must have the same par i ty ,
i . e . , ( 1 ) ˆ(m p)=1 ’ ) ; end ;
280 [ l a rgo , ancho ]= s i z e ( z ) ; % change input to vec to r format
281 z=transpose ( z ( : ) ) ;
282 norma l i za t i on =1;
283
284 %% Calcu la te the C o e f f i c i e n t s
285 i f mod(p , 2 )==0
286 %%%% p Even %%%%
287 j=p /2 ; N=j +1; n=m/2 ;
288
289 % Matrix
290 M=diag ( q∗( j +(2:N 1 ) ) ,1 )+diag ( q∗( j ( 1 : N 2 ) ) , 1 ) + diag ( 4 ∗ ( ( 0 :N
2 ) +1) . ˆ 2 ) ;
291
292 % Eigenva lues and Eigenvector s
293 [A, e t s ]= e i g (M) ;
294 e t s=diag ( e t s ) ;
295 [ e ts , index ]= s o r t ( e t s ) ;
296 A=A( : , index ) ;
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297
298 % Normal izat ion
299 r =1:N 1 ;
300 i f no rma l i za t i on ==0;
301 N2=sum(A( : , n ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
302 NS=s ign (sum( r .∗ t ranspose (A( : , n ) ) ) ) ;
303 A=A/ s q r t (N2)∗NS;
304 e l s e
305 mv=(2 :2 : p ) . ’ ;
306 N2=s q r t (sum ( ( s q r t (gamma( ( p+mv) /2+1) .∗gamma( ( p mv) /2+1) ) .∗
A( : , n ) ) . ˆ2 ) ) ;




311 % Ince Polynomial
312 [R,X]= meshgrid ( r , z ) ;
313 IP=s i n (2∗X.∗R)∗A( : , n ) ;
314 dIP=2∗R.∗ cos (2∗X.∗R)∗A( : , n ) ;
315 eta=e t s (n) ;
316
317 e l s e
318 %%%% p ODD %%%
319 j =(p 1 ) /2 ; N=j +1; n=(m+1) /2 ;
320
321 % Matrix
322 M=diag ( q/2∗(p+(2∗(0:N 2 ) +3) ) ,1 )+diag ( q/2∗(p ( 2 ∗ ( 1 : N 1 ) 1 ) ) , 1 )
+ diag ( [ q / 2 p∗q /2+1 ,(2∗(1 :N 1 ) +1) . ˆ 2 ] ) ;
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323
324 % Eigenva lues and Eigenvector s
325 [A, e t s ]= e i g (M) ;
326 e t s=diag ( e t s ) ;
327 [ e ts , index ]= s o r t ( e t s ) ;
328 A=A( : , index ) ;
329
330 % Normal izat ion
331 r =2∗(0:N 1 ) +1;
332 i f no rma l i za t i on ==0;
333 N2=sum(A( : , n ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
334 NS=s ign (sum( r .∗ t ranspose (A( : , n ) ) ) ) ;
335 A=A/ s q r t (N2)∗NS;
336 e l s e
337 mv=(1 :2 : p ) . ’ ;
338 N2=s q r t (sum( ( s q r t (gamma( ( p+mv) /2+1) .∗gamma( ( p mv) /2+1) )
.∗A( : , n ) ) . ˆ2 ) ) ;




343 % Ince Polynomial
344 [R,X]= meshgrid ( r , z ) ;
345 IP=s i n (X.∗R)∗A( : , n ) ;
346 dIP=R.∗ cos (X.∗R)∗A( : , n ) ;





351 c o e f=A( : , n ) ;
352 IP=reshape ( IP , [ largo , ancho ] ) ; % reshape output to o r i g i n a l format
353 dIP=reshape ( dIP , [ largo , ancho ] ) ;
354
355 r e turn
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